IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL REMINDER

PLEASE DELIVER TO THE REGISTERED OWNER

PART #: XXXXXXXXXXXXX

CAMPAIGN ID: VD

1**********AUTO**SCH 5-DIGIT 48111
DEAR SUZUKI VEHICLE OWNER,

SUZUKI MOTOR OF AMERICA, INC.'S RECORDS INDICATE THAT RECALL "VD" HAS NOT BEEN PERFORMED ON YOUR SUZUKI VEHICLE. RECALL "VD" IS AN URGENT SAFETY RECALL AFFECTING THE FRONT PASSENGER AIRBAG FUNCTION WITHIN YOUR VEHICLE!

YOUR FRONT PASSENGER AIR BAG COULD DEPLOY WITH A CHILD/SMALL PERSON IN THE FRONT PASSENGER SEAT, WHICH COULD INCREASE THE RISK OF SEVERE INJURY OR DEATH.

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THIS CRITICAL REPAIR BE COMPLETED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR AUTHORIZED SUZUKI SERVICE PROVIDER TO SCHEDULE THE REPAIR. PROVIDE THEM WITH RECALL IDENTIFICATION "VD" SO THEY CAN CONFIRM YOUR VEHICLE'S REPAIR STATUS AND SCHEDULE YOUR "VD" REPAIR. YOUR CLOSEST AUTHORIZED SUZUKI SERVICE PROVIDERS ARE LISTED BELOW OR YOU CAN FIND A SUZUKI SERVICE PROVIDER AT WWW.SUZUKIAUTO.COM.

RECALL "VD" WILL BE PERFORMED FREE OF CHARGE TO YOU! PLEASE SCHEDULE YOUR VD REPAIR AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!

SUZUKI MOTOR OF AMERICA, INC.
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

Suzuki Service Providers in your area are:
LAFONTAINE SUZUKI                     GANLEY SUZUKI EAST
313/561-6600                          440/585-1000